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Notice No. RRC/ER/CEN 02/2018/DV (74)                                dated 04/02/2022 
 

DOCUMENT VERIFICATION  OF PWBD CANDIDATES 
AGAINST CEN-02/2018 

 

           Against notified PwBD vacancies in Eastern Railway against Centralized Employment 
Notice No.02/2018, 02 vacancies reserved for PwBD HI category and O2 vacancies for PwBD 
MD category have remained unfilled.  

 The candidature of 01 candidate of HI category is pending for Medical Examination 
Report; hence one post is kept for him. For another unfilled post, the next candidate in HI 
merit of CEN-02/2018, Sri Shuvendu Sekhar Roy, Roll No.-222030042340002 is hereby called 
for Document Verification against Centralized Employment Notice No.02/2018. 

    02 vacancies reserved for MD PWBD against Centralized Employment Notice 
No.02/2018 remained unfilled due to non availability of CBT qualified candidate of MD 
category. In reference to Railway Board’s letter No. E(NG)II/2017/RC-2/Policy dated 
12/12/20019 a notice was published on 23/12/2019 on the website of RRC/ER & 
RRB/Kolkata requesting representation from the CBT qualified PwBD candidates of CEN-
02/2018 who opted for Eastern Railway through RRB/ Kolkata and had applied for single 
disability of VH, OH & HH but have multi disability in terms of RPwD Act 2016. In this 
process nine representations from candidates of CEN02/2018 were received by RRC/ER, for 
considering them under multiple disability category. After proper scrutiny, as per guidelines 
issued by Railway Board, following candidate was found eligible by the scrutiny committee, as 
per the disability certificate submitted by the candidate. The candidate is Sri Sagar Halder  
Roll No-222035004810011. 

 
 Sri Shuvendu Sekhar Roy, Roll No-222030042340002 and Sri sagar Halder  Roll 
No-222035004810011 are hereby instructed to attend office of Railway Recruitment Cell at 
RITES Building , 1st floor, 56 C.R. Avenue, Kolkata -70012 on 11/2/2022 at 10 AM with all 
educational certificate, caste certificate, disability certificate, AADHAAR card, CBT call letter in 
original, minimum eight copies of passport size photograph which was uploaded with online 
application and Xerox copies of those document duly self attested. Caste certificate and 
disability certificate should be in the format annexed with CEN-02/2018. The candidates are 
instructed to go through the guidelines for Document Verification for the candidates of CEN-
02/2018 available on RRC Website. 

Candidates should maintain COVID-19 protocol at the time of DV. 

           Sd/ 
 Chairperson/RRC-ER 


